
DAL

Dutch As An Additional

Language And Dutch Culture



How is DAL taught and what method is used to support a Dutch language learner?

When your child does not need any EAL support (anymore) your child will receive DAL lessons. New children who are 

candidates for DAL lessons will be assessed before they attend the DAL class.  When a child attends the DAL lessons, 

parents will be informed directly by the class teacher. The children learn Dutch in context so that they can understand the 

relevance of their new language skills. Our framework/policy is based on the European guidelines for learning an extra 

language. 

In 2001 the Council of Europe published the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages   (CEFR or CEF). 

The aim of the CEFR was to better compare language levels for modern foreign languages   in Europe. The initiative is part 

of European policy to promote multilingualism in Europe.

The Common European Framework of Reference distinguishes 5 skills, namely: reading, listening, writing, speaking and 

conversations. In addition, the CEFR distinguishes 6 levels of language proficiency, from beginner to almost native speaker. 

The levels are based on so-called can-do statements, which describe what someone can do in the relevant language. 





What to expect

● We withdraw children 2 times a week for lessons 

of 45 mins.

● We teach the children in small groups to learn 

social Dutch and Dutch culture..

● What are the stages of language learning? 

● Stage 1 – Beginning 

             Stage 2 – Developing 

             Stage 3 – Mastering 

● Our programme is structured in such a way that 

skills are built on progressively.
● For children who are at the developing stage, we 

work on furthering reading, writing and speaking 

skills to a more advanced level. 



● From group 5 onwards children will be assessed 

before they attend our class. We use this test as 

our baseline.

● We will assess the child’s reading skills from 

group 4 onwards, using AVI testing, (a Dutch 

scheme).

● From group 5 onwards we will test the children 

on their comprehension reading level as well, as 

long as they are able to read level AVI E3.

.


